MONSTER NAME

Description: appearance, behavior, and roleplaying tips.

Garb: required garb to identify the monster.

Summoned By: the class(es), the spell (e.g. Transform), and/or number of magic points needed to summon the monster.

Player Lives/Life: number of lives a player must give up to play a summoned monster.

Type: most monster possess more than one type, effects normally cumulative.
* Animation
* Arboreal
* Beast
* Deathless
* Extra-Planar
* Fey
* Humanoid
* Mystical
* Multi-Person
* Standard
* Undead

Questor/Monster Ratio: number of players of same level as the monster required to kill it. Some monsters are quest-only.

Armor: some monsters may be able to use different types of armor simultaneously.
* Invulnerable Armor: sectional invulnerability, may be Mended
* Natural Armor: innate nonmagical armor
* Natural Invulnerable Armor: sectional invulnerability, may be Healed
* Normal Armor: standard worn armor
* Invulnerability: as Protect
* Shields: shield allowance (if any) and maximum size must be explicitly stated

Weapons: the type of weapon available and which classes of weapons may be used; weapons default to Natural for non-humanoids. Weapon types may be cumulative (e.g. Natural + Siege).
* Natural: these share the monster's immunities and cannot be destroyed or enchanted
* Siege: these will kill a person through his shield and/or normal armor in a single blow
* Magical: weapons are considered enchanted regardless of other abilities

Immunities: any effects which the monster is totally unaffected by. Common immunities are:
* Immunity : Bladed Weapons - Monster is immune to all metal slashing and piercing weapons and may only be attacked by wooden weapons.
* Immunity : Cold-Based Attacks - Creature is immune to Iceball, Avalanche and other cold- or ice-based attacks or effects.
* Immunity : Control - Creature is immune to all Spells and abilities of the Control School unless otherwise detailed in the text.
* Immunity : Death - Monster is immune to all Spells and abilities belonging to the Death School and all other Death effects.
* Immunity : Disease - Creature is immune to all disease based attacks, as well as any/all disease which may occur in the course of a battlegame.
* Immunity : Flame - Monster is immune to all spells and Abilities belonging to the Flame School and all other fire- and lightning-based attacks..
* Immunity : Magic - Creature is immune to all forms of magic, including the effects of enchantments. Relics still function against creatures with this immunity, however.
* Immunity : Poison - Monster suffers no ill effects from Poison.
* Immunity : Projectiles - Creature is immune to all projectile weapons (thrown or shot) except Siege Weapons and spellballs.
* Immunity : Specific Spell or Effect - Monster is immune to the listed spell or effect.
* Immunity : Sorcery - Creature is immune to all Spells listed in the Sorcery School.
* Immunity : Subdual - Monster is immune to effects and all magics in the Subdual School. Subdual blows wound and do damage instead of incapacitating.

Natural Lives: The normal number of initial lives of the monster.

Traits & Abilities: special abilities possessed by the monster.
* Ability format key:
-- M: Materials needed
-- I: Incantation and/or gestures
-- R: Range (if any)
-- E: Effect
-- L: Limitations or Restrictions
-- N: Notes
* Special ability  types:
-- Traits: special abilities which are continually active or which can be used any number of times (e.g. extra lives, Natural Flight)
-- Innate Abilities: nonmagical abilities which have a limited number of uses. Not useable while moving unless otherwise stated. Innate abilities should be categorized by magic school if applicable.
-- Innate Magical Abilities: magical abilities which have a limited number of uses. These abilities can be cancalled or dispelled by Anti-Magic, and Protection From Magic or immunity to magic will block them.
-- Magic-Like Abilities: they work just like the spell of the same name but do not cost magic points, do not require a free hand to use, and have a limited number of uses. Anti-Magic will block them. A monster's Magic-Like Abilities may be Extended if it has access to Extension.

Vulnerabilities: special effects or exceptions to the rules that apply to the monster. These take precedence over immunities and usually amount to a disadvantage for the monster.
* Altered Effect: one or more spells or abilities which has an irregular (and generally harmful) effect on the monster.
* Aversion: an object or effect which the monster may not approach within 20 feet of, nor attack, nor attempt to provoke attack from an object of aversion.
* Beneficient: the monster may not attack unless provoked.
* Bound: a large, stationary object which the monster must remain within 50 feet of, for an entire life or for the entire game.
* Slow: the monster may not run or jump, and must move in a generally slow manner.
* Spell Weakness: a spell or ability which has an unusually powerful effect against the monster; this vulnerability takes precedence over any armor (but does not destroy it), or normal immunities
* Stationary: the monster may not move more than 5 feet from a specified location; some monsters may relocate at the beginning of every life but may never come within 100 feet of a base or Nirvana.
* Tethered: the monster is secured to a central location (as Bound or Stationary), usually by rope of a specified length.
* Weak: the monster dies after receiving a wound to any limb.

Levels: This entry lists any new traits, new abilities, additional number of uses of abilities, extra armor or better weapons, extra lives, or other improvements to the monster gained with higher levels of the Monster class. Not all monsters have levels.


